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Free Gutter Guard Estimate Offered Nationwide By Gutter Topper 

Rain gutters can now be protected so that gutter cleaning is eliminated  
forever; Gutter covers can be installed on existing gutter systems  

 

May 9, 2006 – Cincinnati, OH - Gutter Topper has announced a free gutter guard 

estimate to eliminate gutter cleaning forever through its nationwide network of more 

than 150 independent contractors. With home improvement season now in full swing, 

the Gutter Topper system prevents leaf clogs and eliminates one of the messiest jobs a 

homeowner has to do – cleaning gutters. 

 

For homeowners, climbing a ladder to keep gutters clean and free flowing is a difficult, 

dirty and dangerous job. That’s why Gutter Topper, is offering this free gutter guard 

estimate nationwide. 

 

“I spent years bending and shaping metal to find a design that would not blow off in 

heavy wind or collapse under the weight of snow or debris,” said Tony Iannelli, who 

invented Gutter Topper 10 years ago, and who continues to run the family-owned and 

operated company.  

 

“I know how unsafe it can be for homeowners to climb ladders and work on their gutters 

and roofs. By eliminating what wasn’t working with other products, I was able to create a 



system that makes cleaning gutters, one of the dirtiest and most dangerous jobs a 

homeowner must tackle, a thing of the past.” 

 

Gutter Topper has been independently tested by the prestigious PRI Asphalt 

Technologies in Tampa, Fl. to stand up to a homeowner’s weather extremes:  

• Gutter Topper withstood hurricane force winds at 110mph with no lift or 

movement. 

• Gutter Topper withstood 2000 hours of accelerated weathering with no surface 

changes. 

• Gutter Topper resisted all dry and wet debris. 

• Gutter Topper held 300 lbs. per lineal foot and Gutter Topper’s water entry 

opening did not close. 

• Gutter Topper handled 22 inches of rainfall per hour (528 inches in a 24 hour 

period). 

 

“We don’t know of anyone else that can make these claims,” explained Iannelli. “That’s 

why Gutter Topper offers a lifetime guarantee to back our product.” 

 

The Gutter Topper system is manufactured in its factory near Cincinnati, Ohio. To find a 

Gutter Topper dealer throughout the USA that offers the free estimate, homeowners 

should visit Gutter Topper’s new website at www.guttertopper.com and enter their zip 

code or county and state. The website also features more product information, including 

videos showing how Gutter Topper prevents gutter clogs. 
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